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Abstract
Tracking an object in three dimensionalspace is a major issue in computer vision which is
normally solved through the extraction of representativefeatures of the object. Two-dimenston
coordinatesof the seriesof these image featuresare used to computethe position of the object. A
typical system uses a binocular stereovisionsystem. For an environment with obstruction,two
camerasonly are not practical,multiple camerasare usedinstead. When multiple camerasare used,a
certainsimilarity measureamong extractedfeaturesfrom any two stereoscopicimageshelpsto match
In this way, a three-dimensionalmeasurementcan be obtainedfrom the 2-D
the correspondences.
coordinatesof the feafuresextractedfrom the different cameras.In this paper, a multiple cameras
system(four cameras)and PC-cluster(two microcomputers)are usedfor estimatingboth positionand
velocity of a specifiedmoving object.Noise filtering and featuresextractionof imagesare performed
in the PC-clusterat video rate. Then, the extractedf'eaturesfrom every cameraare usedto locatethe
object.This is done in the main computer.A synchronizationmechanismbetweencomputershasbeen
developed using PCI-Io-PCI data movers with fiber optic connection. We propose a modified
distortion model of Zhang's calibration method to reduce the computation time in the 3-D
reconstructionprocess.In our experiments,we set up the system to track 3-D paths which are
generatedby the PAIO robotic arm. The results show that the system can track both position and
velocity of a moving objectin real-timewith acceptableaccuracy.Moreover,we show that the system
can be adaptedto be usedfor the reverseengineeringapplications.
Keywords: multiple camerassystem,vision basedreal-timetracking,3D poseestimation,pc-cluster
1. Introduction
A lot of effort has been carried out to
reconstructthe spatialgeometryofa sceneusing
binocular stereovision systems. Most of the
algorithms use a certain similarity measure
between both stereoscopicimages in order to
match the correspondences.Unfortunately,
matchinghomologouspoints betweenimagesis
not always possible and false matches may
appear. Thus, given a point in one image,
prediction algorithms must be used to find the
position of the homologouspoint in the second
image. A computationallyeffective solution to
overcomethesedifficulties relies on the use of a
multiple camerasvision system to reduce the
amount of false matches.This is done by using
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epipolar geometry to predict conespondences.
However, using multiple camerasrepresentsa
greatdeal of effort, sincethereare a lot of image
datato be processedand thereare many cameras
to be calibrated. To realize a vision-based
multiple cameras system which satisfies the
real-time tracking requirement, a highperformance hardware and fast image
processingalgorithm are needed.To overcome
this requirement,a PC-clusterusing a fiber optic
connection through PCI-to-PCI data mover
interfaceis used.
ln the early period, most of the work for
real-time3-D pose estimationusedbinocularor
stereovision.Tanaka, Maru and Miyazaki [1]
proposeda 3-D object tracking techniqueusing
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an active stereovision system.The object and
correspondingcoordinatewere extracted from
the backgroundfor each camera(time delay or
latency between cameras exist) and epipolar
geometry was used to calculate the 3-D
of the object.
coordinates
To improve the visual information,a multicamera system will be used. Yonemoto, Arita,
Matsumoto and Taniguchi [2,3] developed a
real-time coordinate capture system of a
specified 3-D object based on a multi-camera
system using color markers. To improve the
performanceof computation, the system was
implementedon a PC-clusterwith network time
protocol for PC-PC communication. Each
camerawas connectedto a dedicatedPC, so that
real-time 3-D tracking was possible.However,
this work did not concentrateon the tracking
accuracy.The main purposeof the work was for
trackinghumanmotion behavior.
Garcia, Batlle and Salvi [4] developeda
trinocularstereovisionsystemfor real-timepose
detection.Each camera was embeddedwith a
real-timeimageprocessinghardwareto perform
object labeling and noise filtering at video rate.
Both 3-D position and velocity could be
obtainedwith this method.
CameraCalibrationplays a very important
role for our application. Most of the visionbased systemsfbr pose estimation of a scene
require accurate prior knowing of system
parameters,which can be estimatedthrough a
camera calibration process. The camera
calibrationprocessis basedon the analysisofan
image featureof one or more views. A number
of camera calibration methods have been
proposed for the best result. They can be
into
two
categories: the
classified
photogrammetric calibration and the selfThe
auto-calibration.
or
calibration
photogrammetriccalibration is performed by
observing a calibration pattem whose
geometriesin 3D spaceare known accurately.
The 2-D coordinates,with conespondence3-D
data, obtained from each camera, are used to
calculatethe cameraparameters.There are many
calibration methods that can be done very
efficiently, such as: Tsai'calibrationmethod [5]
which used a monoview with coplanaror noncoplanarsetofpoints ofthe known pre-specifigd
object,to computecameraparameters,including
the radial lens distortion using the projective
geometry and Taylor's series expansion. A
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three-step camera calibration method t6],
proposedby Bacakogluand Kamel, used linear
to approximatecameraparameters
least-squares
in the first step. In the secondstep, Bacakoglu
and Kamel developedan altemativeformulation
to obtain an optimal rotation matrix from
Then translationaland
approximatedparameters.
perspective transformations were optimized
basedon the optimized rotation matrix. In the
third step, non-linearoptimization is performed
to handlelens distortion.Batista,Araujo and de
Almeida [7] proposed an iterative multi-step,
explicit camera calibration method, which is
based on an iterative approach to avoid the
singularities obtained by the calibration
equations when monoplane calibration points
are used. Zhang [8] proposed a calibration
procedurebasedon known coplanarpoints in 3D ofthe calibrationobject.The objectwas taken
in different view points using the samecamera.
Using homography,both intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters
can be found.
The self-calibrationmethodsdo not useany
calibrationobject.Just by moving a camerain a
static scene,the rigidity of the sceneprovides
constraints to intrinsic parameters. The
correspondencesbetween images, which are
capturedby the same camerain different view
points, are sufficient to recover both intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters.A 3-D pose can be
reconstructedup to a similarity. However, we
cannot always obtain reliable results because
thereare many parametersto be estimated.
In addition to camera calibration, a 3Dreconstructionroutine is neededin the 3-D pose
estimation.In a multiple camerasvision-based
systemfor poseestimation,when the numberof
image points (from two or more camerasused)
of the calibrationobject are preciselyknown, as
well as the intrinsic and extrinsic parametersof
the calibratedcameras,the 3-D coordinatescan
be determinedfrom the intersectionin spaceof
back projection rays. Each ray passesthrough
the optical center and the known 2-D point in
the image plane of the correspondingcamera.
Theserays will intersectat the samepoint. Due
to the presenceof noise, these rays are not
guaranteedto intersectat a single point. There
are some commonly-suggestedmethods to
overcomethis problemsuchas:
Midpoint of the common perpendicular to the
two rqvs.'
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This method computes a 3D-point by
minimizing the sum of the squaredistancesof
the 3D-point to each projected ray. However,
this method is strictly valid only in a Euclidean
coordinateframe. Beardsley and Zisserman
[9] suggestan alternativemethod based on a
frame to find the averageof the
Quasi-Euclidean
midpoint of the common the perpendicular
between any two rays. This method consumes
less computation time and gives acceptable
results especially in a Euclidean Frame,
otherwisethe error still exists but the result of
reconstruction is better than the orieinal
midpoint method.
Least-Square.s
and Iterative Least-Squares:
This method uses less computation time
and gives high accuracy.For N cameras,the 2N
linear equations are obtained fiom the
relationshipbetween camera model and points
method
in the imageplanes.The Least-Squares
uses SingularValue Decomposition(SVD) or
Pseudo-invertmatrix to solve the 2N linear
equationswith 3 unknownsto obtain3D-points.
This methodhasno geometricalmeaning[9,10]
and its results vary with the weights upon its
linear equations. Hartley and Sturm tl0]
proposed an alternative method called the
iterative least-squaresmethod. The original
least-squaresmethod is modifled by adding
weighting factorsto the linear equations.The
suitableweighting factors are adjustedin each
iteration. The result is more accurate but
consumesmore computation than the original
method.
least-squares
methodto
Liu et al. I l] usea least-squares
reconstruct 3D-points from corrected image
points. The first-order maximum likelihood
e s t i m a t i o nw a s u s e d l o c o r r e c ti m a g e p o i n t s .
which assumeda Gaussian noise distribution
This methodcan
embeddedin the measurement.
reconstruct3D-pointsmore efficiently than both
the original least-squaresmethod and the
method.
iterativeleast-squares
Bundle Adiustment:
Bundle adjustmentis the method to solve
the problem of refining a visual reconstruction
to produce a jointly optimal 3D-structureand
viewing parameter l12l by using some
optimization method such as LevenbergMaquardt. There are many optimization

methodsusedin bundle adjustmentas shown in

1121.
Hartley and Zisserman [13] seek the
maximum likelihood solution assumingthat the
measurementnoise is Gaussian.They minimize
the image distancebetweenthe detectedimage
pointsand reprojectedpoints.
Bartoli [14] introduces an algorithm for
bundle adjustment based on quasi-linear
optimization to obtain a 3D model from long
rmagesequences.
In this paper, we proposea vision system
that usesmultiple camerasfor trackinga moving
object in 3-D space.The developedsystemuses
multiple computersin order to increasespeed
and efficiency. It can tracks the object in realtime.
2. System Overview
In this paper, we developeda real-time
tracking system using multiple cameras.The
systemis implementedon a PC-cluster(in our
case, we are using two computers and four
cameras)connectedthrough a fiber cable. The
synchronization mechanism between PCs is
through a PCI-to-PCIdata mover interface.The
flow of the conceptualprocessis as follows:
i. Camerascalibration.
ii. Two-dimensionfeaturesextractionfor
eachview.
poseestimationfor the
iii. Three-dimension
object.
i v . R e a l - t i m ree n d e r i n g .
v. Performi-iv for eachframe
Fig. I shows the arrangement of the
processingmodulesdeveloped.Eachprocessing
modulehasbeendesignedas fbllows:
1. Image Capturing Module: This module
consists of image capturing and resizing
(1280x1024-320x240\for each camera. The
captured image data is sent to a 2-D image
processing
module.
2. 2-D Image Processing Module: The
image data receivedfrom the Image Capturing
Module is usedfor 2-D imagefeatureextraction.
This 2-D image featureis usedby the 3-D Pose
EstimationModule.
3.3-D Pose Estimation Module'. This
module is used for estimatingthe 3-D position
and velocitv of the obiect.

direction is the rotating axis and magnitudeis
the rotatingangle.
K is a 3x3 cameracalibrationmatrix which
consistsof five cameraparametersdescribedas
follows:
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Fig. 2. The pinholecameramodel
Fig. 2 shows the pinhole camera model
defined as the 3x4 homogeneous camera
projectionmatrix P. This projectionmatrix P is
used to transform a 3-D point in a world
coordinateto a computerimage point. The 3-D
4-vector
by a homogeneous
point is represented
as X- = ( r,, y.. z., l)' . And the computer
3by a homogeneous
imagepoint is represented
l)t.

The transformationcan be written as:
(la)

x=PX*

[,]

[.I

Lr

Lil

The parametersused in the transformation
can be categorized into the two following
classes:
L Extrinsic Parameters: These parameters
are used in the transformation from the world
coordinatesystemto the 3-D cameracoordinate
system. The origin of the camera coordinate
system is at the optical center. There are six
'
extrinsic parameters or components: three
componentsfor the rotation vector and three
componentsfor the translationvectorT.
2. Intrinsic Parameters: These parameters
are used in the transformationfrom 3-D object
in the cameracoordinate
coordinatesrepresented
system (.r,..r,. ., ), to the computerimage frame
b u f f e r c o o r d i n a t e sG , . " , ) .
camera model, there
p a f a m e t e f s :d . r

wnere
T is the translationvector.
R is a 3x3 rotation matrix which can be
expressed as Rodrigues's formula with a
,,

,1'

whose
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3.2 Computation of the Camera Matrix P
Camera calibration means to compute the
cameraintrinsic and extrinsicparameterswhich
relate the 3-D world coordinate system
I y , , . - , r t o t h e 2 - D c o m p u t e ri m a g e
coordinatesystem 6,. r ) b] giving a numberof
whose coordinates in the world
coordinate are known and whose image
coordinatesare measured.Zhang [4] usesa set
of images of a calibration pattem which are
captured from different view points. The
calibrationpattemprovidesa setofpoints on the
same plane whose 3-D coordinate can be
measured accurately. Zhang relates 2-D image
point position with 3-D point in world

l " l = * t R t r l l r , " l { r b ) points

r o r a t i o n a3l- v e c t o r . : [ r

i]

d \, u , representthe focal length of the
camerain term of pixel dimensionsin the x and
y direction.respectively.
a,,,r,,,ore the principlepoints in terms of

3. Camera Calibration
3.lCamera Model

v e c t o r a xs - ( r r "

Q,
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coordinatesystem with homographyH which
definesthe scalefactor.

be calculateddirectly, given enough2-D image
points,and its corresponding3-D positionswith
respectto the world coordinatesystem.
By using orthonornal constraint between
r, and rr:

(3)

sm=HM
where:

tl

e)

H : [tr, h2 h, ]

(7)
h f K ' K ' t r ,: o
h l K - ' K - ' h-,h t K - ' K ' ' h ,= o ( s )

(5)

K tK-' is known as an imase of absolute
conic;

g =K[r,

12

given:
then:
=
[tr, h2 h, ] 2K [r, 12 t] (6)
) is an arbitrary constantand h, is a 3vectorof column i of homographyH which can
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From equation(8) and (9), a single image
of a calibrationplane gives 2 setsof equations.
But the calibration matrix K has 5 degreesof
freedom, so at least 3 images of a calibration
pattern are needed.
When the homography of each image is
known, all intrinsicand extrinsicparameterscan
be determinedas follows:

r'=

\8,.8,. 8,,8,.)

(B'8, BJ
Bi + v,(-8,.8,.B,,B

E=8.,-

t7
" -_ 1I /' a

(10)
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rr: LK-th,
L =rl x12

(18)
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Where each r ,, is an elementof matrix B
at the i-th row andj-th column.
In this paper, an 8 e 8 2 cm. square
chessboardwill be used as the calibration,
pattem as shown in Fig. 3, whose 49-point
correspondenceshave been used in order to
compute the camera matrix. The plane of the
patternis calledthe model plane.
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xd

is

the acfual normalized image

coordinate,after radial distortion, xd =$a,ya) .
r is the radial distance

il * vi, from the

centerfor radial distortion.

Fig. 3. The chessboard
patternfor calibration
3.3 Radial Distortion
From the camera model described in the
early section,the point in world coordinates,the
imagepoint, and the optical centerare collinear.
For real or actuallenses,this assumptionwill be
not true. The most important deviation is
generallya radial distortion [5]. In practice,this
error becomes more significant as the focal
lengthofthe lensdecreases.
The actual projected point is related to the
ideal point by radial displacement. Zhang
modeledan actualprojectedpoint as a function
of distortion factors, which is consideredas a
Taylor's expansionfunction, multiplied by an
idealpoint positionas follow:

\a =xu(1+rirj * t irl)

(22)

where
x,, is the ideal normalized image
coordinate (which obeys linear projection)
x , ,= l x , , y , ) .

f'
-u')\t'
| \ua

L

\,=xa\l+le,rj +krrj)

Q,

r, is the radial distance *to + Yt, Fromthe
centerfor radial distortion.
kj,k2 are first and second order lens
distortioncoefficients.
Let (u,,v,) and (uo,vr) be ideal and
actual pixel image points respectively. Our
strategy is to estimate ft,and kr, after having
estimatedthe other parameters.From (23), we
have two equations for each point in each
image:

-,,)(*,0*
l{".-', ).1
rj )']Lo,.]

Given m points in r images, we can stack
all equations together to obtain in total 2mn
equations. Then,
linear
least-squares
optimization is used to obtain ft, and k" from
Q4).
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(23)

where:

+ ti) (u, -,, )(',i* )'j)'.hk, (u,- u,)f
f =|

-v,)(x) + yj)

L(%

kr',ki are first and second order lens
distortioncoefficients.
For our developed system, an object is
being tracked in real-time, so we need to
minimize the computation time in the
reconstruction process. ln the reconstruction
process,the actual image position, from image
view, of the object is known, but the ideal image
position (in 3-D world coordinate)needsto be
calculated.From equation(22), it is difficult to
calculatethe ideal image position from the given
actualimageposition.A polynomialof degree5
needsto be solved and it will consumea lot of
computational time. To reduce computational
time, we modeledthe ideal image position as a
function of actual image position insteadas:

(24)

In order to obtain the best solution of
intrinsic parameters, extrinsic parameters and
radial distortion coefficients, the LevenbergMarquardt optimizer [5,7,8,15] has been used.
The optimization will start with the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameter values, computed by
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Then:

Zhang's calibration method. The minimization
function of Levenberg-Marquardtis:

o
', (ni'x)-(n)'x)=
r,(ni'x)-(ni'x)=o
o
', (ni'x)-r,(nl'x)=

Qs)
IIll', -i(K,k,,fr,,R,t,,xj)ll
t=t

l=l

where
r is the numberof imagesof model plane.
z is the numberof pointson model plane.
R, is the rotationmatrix which corresponds
to imagel.
t, is the translation vector which

(27)

where:
p,l' is the j-th row of cameramatrix P,
From each camera, only 2 equations are
independent.We will choose2 equationsfrom
each camera.A matrix L can be obtained by
stackingup equation(27) as [ 10, 13, I 6] :

to imagel.
conesponding
i ( K , f t r , t r r , R , , t i , X , )i s t h e p r o j e c t i o no f

t'Pi'-Pl'

point X, in imagel.

v,pi'-pi'
t'Pl'-Pl'

4. Feature Extraction
Accurate detection of image features is
required in applicationsof 3-D reconstruction.
In this paper, a sphericalball whose image is
always a circle (2-D image) has been used as a
tracking target. Application of the Hough
transformationto detection of circular objects
hasbeenemployedto detectthe centerpoint and
radiusof a trackingobjectas shownin Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Circle
transformation

detection using

Hough

(28)

M

r"p; - p;.
y,p)' -pl'
1I

IT

Becauseof noise embeddedin the captured
data point, we can not obtain the exact solution
of the above equation.The solution for x can
be obtained by least-squaresolution (LS) of
equation(27). LS gives an accurateresult but it
has no geometricalmeaning.The other method
is the bundle adjustment with LevenbergMarquardtoptimization(LM). This methodtries
to minimize geometricimage distancebetween
measuredimage points and reprojectedimage
points of the estimated3D world points. LM
gives a betteraccuracysolutionbut it is too slow
becauseLM is an iteration-basedmethod. In
contrast. LS is faster than LM but the error is
also more than LM.
6. Software Implementation
In this section, we propose a software
architecture that follows the outline of the
developed system mentioned earlier. This
prototype application is suitable for real-time
tracking of an object (spherical ball) using
multiple cameras.The developed software is
implementedin a PC-clusterconnectedvia PCIto-PCI using fiber optic cable.

5. Pose Estimation
Considera multiple camerassystemwhich
has r cameras, given P, is the i-th camera
matrix, and x, is a point in the i-th imageof the
3-D world point X and correspondsto camera
matrix P, . Then, we have x, : P,X . By using
the relationofvector crossproduct:

x ,x ( ( X ) = 0

L X = YrP)'-P1'X = 0

(26)
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can control the tracking system through this
application.
7. Experiment
Our setup system consistsof 2 PCs. The
main PC has dual-CPUswhich are Pentium IV
3.2 GHz and 2GB of RAM installed. The
remotePC has a singleCPU which is a Pentium
IV 2.0 GHz with 512 MB of RAM. They are
connectedtogethervia hber optic cable with a
dataBLIZZARD PCI{o-PCI data mover card.
Each PC has 2 CCD cameras.PixeLINK PLA741-BL, with l6mm lens connectedthrough
I E E E 1 3 9 4p o r t s .

Fig. 5. An arrangement of the developed
software
Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the proposed
software which can be divided into the
following applicationprocesses
as:
Applications:
L
Service
Service
applications are Windows-based applications
which run in the backgroundof Windows NT
operating systems. In each PC, a service
application will be responsible for image
capruring and 2-D image processing.so an
image capturing module and a 2-D image
processingmodule are containedin this service
application. Moreover, the service application
has been developedto communicatebetween
PCs in a PC-clustersystemvia fiber optic cable
with a PCI-to-PCl data mover card and it also
provides interfaces to
other Windows
applications.
2. Control Application: In a PC-cluster
system,one PC has been used as a main PC. It
controls other remote PCs for tracking target
objects.In the main PC, the control application
has been developedup on top of the service
applications described earlier by using
(COM)
Modeling
Component Object
architecture.Control applicationsreceive 2-D
image coordinatesof the target from service
applicationand estimatethe 3-D position of the
targetin the world coordinates.So, the 3-D pose
estimation module is contained in this
application. Moreover, the control application
also providesapplicationusersinterfaces.Users
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Fig. 6. The systemsetupfor testingaccuracyof
measurements
The first experimentis to demonstratethe
accuracy of the multi-camera system by
detectingknown locations(comersof the small
squaresof the calibrationpattern).Fig. 6 shows
the arrangementof the system.Imagesappearin
eachcameraas shown in Fig. 7 and are labelled
by camera serial numbler. Table I shows the
error, standard deviation, and the maximum
error obtained from the experiments. lf the
object is viewed by all the cameras,we obtain
aroundI mm. accuracy.The accuracyis reduced
if some camerasare obstructed.Better results
are obtainedif we usebettercameras.
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Fig. 7. Imagesappearin eachcamera

Table l. The error obtained from the measurements
Average error
No. of cameras
(mm.)
A
+

3 (wo 7410265
3 (wo741l0l 5
3 tuo 7411064
2 ( w 1 40265.74 0 ls )
2 ( w 7 4 0265.74 064)
2 t u 7 4 0265.74 065)
2 ( w 7 4t0t5"74 064)
2 ( w 7 4 t 0 1 5 . 7 4 065)
2 ( w 1 4t 0 6 4 . 7 4 065)

0 0t
0 25
0. Z J
0 35
0. 8 8
0. 63
0. 48
0 46
0 69
0.265

Standarddeviation
(mm)

0.044
0.049
0.048
0.054
0.067
0.064
0.046
0.050
0.112
0.136

w: with, wo - without
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Maximum error
(mm)

0 . 18 7
0.203
0.220
0.244
0.328
0.291
0.278
0.235
0.664

0.595
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The developedsystemcan detecta moving
target, which is a sphericalball attachedto a
Mitsubishi PA-10 robot arrn as shown in Fig. 8.
We generatemotion for the robot arm and the
system will track the moving target. We found
that the calibrated cameras system can detect
positions of a spherical ball with acceptable
accuracy (position error smaller than 1 mm
within a working volume) as shown in Figs 9,
1 0 , I 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 ,a n d 1 4 .F i g s .9 , 1 0 ,a n d I I s h o w
the comparison of the result from the
measurementsand the robot arm moving in XYplane, YZ-plane, and ZX-plane, respectively.
The speedofthe robot arm is setto 0.05 radlsec.
Figs 11, 12, and 13 show the system detecting
the target moving helically in Z-direction, Ydirection, and X-direction, respectively.Again
the velocity of the robot arm is set as the same.
The developedsystemcan be used as the
coordinate measuring machine for reverse
engineeringapplications. Fig. 15 shows the
collection of points measuredalong a complex
surface using the spherical ball as a probe. The
tri-angular mesh created from the measurement
data is shown in Fig. 16. The measurementor
the quality of the triangular mesh can be
improved by can be improved reducing the size
of the probe as well as increasingthe numberof
pointsmeasured.
Fig. 17 shows the tracking of the target
object with s-curve velocity profile. The robot
arm is programed to move in the y-direction
with acceleration and deceleration set equal to
20 mrn/s2.The total distanceis 300 mm with 40
mm,/s constant velocity. The results show that
the system can track the target very well. We
can improve the tracking by using faster
cameras.A well-defined environment can be
usedto reduceexposuretimes of the cameras.

Fig 8. The robot arm holds a target

Fig. 9. The target moves in the XY-plane
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Fig. 10. The target moves in theYZ-pIane
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Fig. 15. The collectionof measurement
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Fig. 11. The targetmovesin the ZX-plane
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Fig. 12. Helical motion in z-direction
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8. Conclusions
In this paper, a real-time 3-D tracking
system using multiple cameras has been
developed.The developedsystem can track a
moving target,which is a sphericalobject,with
acceptableaccuracy.Four camerasare used in
our experiments.Better quality camerascan be
incorporated into the system, and better
measurementscan be obtained. The more
cameras,the more versatile the measurement.
The system can be adapted to track targets
which are not sphericalobjectsby changingthe
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recognition algorithm. There are many methods
that have been developed such as Generalized
Hough Transform algorithm for detecting
arbitrary shapes. Besides 3-D pose estimation,
the system can be adapted to be a coordinate
measuring system fior reverse engineering
applications.The systemwill be much cheaper
than conventional systems available in the
market.
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